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研究成果の概要（和文）：本研究では、SFIS（Nb / NiPd / Al-AlOx / Nb）π-JJの特性を温度依存性で特性評
価しました。 固有のπ位相シフトそれでも10mKの段階で維持でき、臨界電流密度はわずかに増加するだけで
す。 HFQTFFの正しい動作は最大6.7 GHzで測定され、SFQ/DC変換を備えたシャントされていない従来のシングル
フラックス量子（SFQ）回路π-JJに基づくと、4Kで実証されました。これらの結果は、10mKでの量子ゆらぎで動
作するHFQ回路のTRNG、または量子ビットの制御および読み出し回路のデモンストレーションの基礎を築きまし
た。

研究成果の概要（英文）：　To demonstrate a true random number generator (TRNG) based on quantum 
fluctuation,an novel Half-flux-quantum (HFQ) balanced comparater composed of π-π-π SQUIDs was 
proposed as TRNG. The nominal critical current of π-π-π SQUIDs can be reduced to 100 nA, which 
means the HFQ circuit can operate in the quantum regime at 10 mK stage.
　In this study,the properties of SFIS (Nb/NiPd/Al-AlOx/Nb)π-JJs were characterized with 
temperature dependence. The intrinsic π phase shift can still be mentained at 10 mK stage and the 
critical current density is only slightly increased, which is important for HFQ circuits. The 
correct operation of HFQ TFF was measured up to 6.7 GHz and the un-shunted conventional 
single-flux-quantum (SFQ) circuits with SFQ/DC converts based on π-JJs were demonstrate at 4 K. 
These result set the foundation for demonstration of a HFQ circuit based TRNG that operating with 
quantum fluctuation or the control and readout circuits for Qubit at 10 mK.

研究分野： Superconducting electronics

キーワード： Half-flux-quantum　balanced comparator　π-π-π SQUIDs　quantum fluctuation　random number g
enerator　superconducting circuits

  １版

令和

研究成果の学術的意義や社会的意義
  This research develope a new fabrication process for crygenic logical circuit, whose power 
consumption is extremely low, and can be used as the control or readout circuits of Qubits. The 
proposed TRNG operating with quantum fluctuation is an important element for future highly secure 
systems.

※科研費による研究は、研究者の自覚と責任において実施するものです。そのため、研究の実施や研究成果の公表等に
ついては、国の要請等に基づくものではなく、その研究成果に関する見解や責任は、研究者個人に帰属します。
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１．研究開始当初の背景 

 
Random number is an important ingredient in science, art, statistics, cryptography and gambling. 

Different applications require different level of randomness. At present, we can easily generate a series of 
pseudorandom number with an algorithm, however, if others know the seed of your algorithm, these 
numbers will lose their randomness. To provide completely safety in cryptography, true random number 
generators (TRNGs) will be demanded. So far, conventional TRNG can be realized by various classical 
physical phenomena such as shot noise, spin reversal and laser chaos. Quantum random number generators 
(QRNGs) based quantum phenomenon also have been developed, like photon counting and phase noise. 
However, it is still an unsolved question whether the quantum phenomenon is more random than the 
classical (e.g., thermal) one. A device or circuit that can operate both in the classical and quantum regime 
can shed light on the understanding of the randomness of quantum and thermal fluctuation.  

Until now, a Single Flux Quantum (SFQ) based RNG operating with thermal noise has been 
demonstrated, whose bit energy (~ IcΦ0) is determined by the critical current Ic of Josephson junction [1]. 
However, further decreasing of the critical current of Josephson junction is limited by the present available 
fabrication process while a RNG operating near the quantum limit has an extremely low energy fluctuation 
(h/2≈10-34 Js, in which h is the Plank’s constant) during the circuit operation. The newly proposed Half 
Flux Quantum (HFQ) circuits, consisting of 0-π superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs), 
is expected as a promising candidate for demonstration of QRNG [2]. As an energy efficient digital circuits, 
HFQ circuits are also expected to be monolithically fabricated with quantum circuits as the control or 
readout circuits of Qubits in the future [3]. Due to an intrinsic π phase shift in 0-π SQUID, the nominal 
critical current Inominal of SQUID is much smaller than that of single JJ even with the same process as SFQ 
circuits. In the initial propose, HFQ circuits are composed of 0-π SQUIDs, however, it’s intractable to 
realize a symmetric 0-JJ and π-JJ in a loop. Alternative 0-0-π SQUIDs have been adopted to demonstrate 
HFQ circuits, in which Nb/PdNi/Nb (SFS) π-JJ was fabricated after 0-JJs and act as a negative phase shifter 
[4]. However, the post-fabrication of π-JJ will affect the property of 0-JJ in this hybrid process and the 
critical current of 0-JJ cannot be decrease to sub-microamp with present process.  
 
２．研究の目的 
   

In this research, TRNGs based on HFQ balanced comparator will be demonstrated to classify the 
randomness superiority of classical and quantum mechanism. By changing the circuits parameters, HFQ 
balanced comparators will operate with quantum and thermal fluctuations. A new and simple HFQ circuits 
fabrication process based on superconductor/ferromagnet/insulator/superconductor (SFIS) π-JJs will be 
developed to eliminate the post-process effect in 0-0-π SQUID. The demonstration of HFQ TRNG will 
help to establish the HFQ circuits design methodology, develop a HFQ circuits parameter optimization 
procedure and set up a digital measurement environment at mK stage.  

 
３．研究の方法 
   
   Task1. Establishing HFQ circuits fabrication process. 

Real HFQ circuits can be fabricate with 0-0-π or π-π-π SQUIDs, in which one π-JJ acts as a negative 
phase shifter and the others are used as switching elements. In this research, we plan to fabricate π-JJ with 
Nb/NiPd/Al-AlOx/Nb (SFIS) structure, because it has a much larger characteristic voltage Vc (~ IcRn) than 
SFS junction and can be used as phase shifter and switching junction simultaneously. Additional, SFIS π-
JJs have overdamped characteristic, un-shunted HFQ circuits can be realize. This fabrication process is 
quite simple, only four Nb films will be required. The critical current of π-JJ will be tuned by the oxidation 



time and pressure of Al-AlOx layer. The bias resistors will be formed with an additional NiPd layer. 
Task2. Characterization of π-π-π SQUID at 4.2 K and 10 mK. 
At first, the properties of SFIS junction will be characterized at 4.2 K. By measuring the modulation 

pattens of π-π and π-π-π SQUIDs, we can easily know the intrinsic phase state of our SFIS junctions. Since 
temperature can also leads to the phase transition of SFIS junction, the temperature (10 mK~ 4.2 K) 
dependence of Ic of SFIS junction should also be measured and make sure SFIS junctions are still in π state 
at 10 mK. In the dilution refrigerator, shielded DC cables, magnetic field shield, low pass and Eccosorb 
filters are adopted to minimum the effect of external noise or fields during the measurement. 

Task3. HFQ circuits design and optimization.  
  In HFQ circuits, HFQ signal is transferred as half flux quantum and can be stored in the inductor of a 
superconducting loop. LInominal ~ Φ0/2 (Φ0 ~ 2.06710-15 Wb) is an important requirement in a storage loop, 
in which L is the inductance between two π-π-π SQUIDs. The π-π-π SQUIDs of HFQ balanced comparators 
that work at 4.2 K or 10 mK have different nominal critical current Inominal. For example, the RNG operating 
in the quantum regime has a Inominal ~ 100 nA, and very large inductance (~ nH) will be required to maintain 
the correct operation. Superconducting meander line or ground plane perforation should be adopted to 
increase the sheet inductance of Nb film. An HFQ circuits optimization program is required to increase the 
circuits operating margins. As shown in Fig. 1(a), HFQ balanced comparator is two π-π-π SQUIDs 
connected in series. To generate a random number, HFQ comparator will connect to DC/HFQ and HFQ/DC 
converters through HFQ Josephson transmission line (JTL, parallel connected π-π-π SQUIDs in HFQ 
circuit). Taking the thermal or quantum fluctuation into consideration, the switching property of the 
balanced comparator show a gray zone as shown in the Fig.1 (b), in which SQUID1 and SQUID2 switch 
stochastically. If a control current Icontrol is applied to the balanced comparator, it can output a series of 
random numbers and act as a TRNG if the switching probability of SQUID2 is tuned around 50%. 
 
４．研究成果 
   

(1) HFQ circuits fabrication process development  
We developed the new and simple superconducting digital circuits fabrication process as shown in Fig. 

2, in which all the π-JJs were fabricated at the same time and shunt resistors are no longer needed due to 
the overdamped characteristic of SFIS junctions. The critical current density (Jc) of SFIS junction can be 
tuned between 10 ~100 A/cm2. This SFIS process can be used to fabricate HFQ as well as SFQ circuits. 
Additionally, some specific superconducting annealing circuits can also be fabricated with this process.  



(2) π phase shift at 10 mK stage 
SFIS junctions with different dimensions were characterized after amounted to a probe and dipped into  

liquid helium. By measuring the return current ( = 4 / √ ), we calculated the McCumber parameter 
c of SFIS junction is about 2. Jc and Vc are 25 A/cm2 and 30 μV, respectively. Ic of SFIS junction increased 
gradually with decreasing of temperature. Figure 3(a) and (b) shows the schematic and picture of π-π-π 
SQUID, in which the middle large π-JJ (~ 4Ic) is the negative π phase shifter while the upper and bottom 
small π-JJs (~ Ic) act as switching junctions. Usually, Ic of phase shifter should be as large as possible to 
eliminate the effect of its’ kinetic inductance. Figure 3(c) shows the modulation patterns of π-π-π SQUID 
measured at 4.2 K and 10 mK by applying a control current as shown in Fig. 3(b). The minimum Inominal of 
π-π-π SQUID at origin indicates our SFIS junction can maintain its’ intrinsic π phase shift in the temperature 
range of 4.2 K and 10 mK, which is essential for demonstration of HFQ TRNG operating with quantum 
and thermal fluctuations. 

(3) π-JJs based HFQ and SFQ Circuits  
  To demonstrate a real RNG as shown in Fig .1(a), we connected it to DC/HFQ and HFQ/DC converters 
as shown in Fig .4(a) with DC input and output measurement. This circuit was simulated with PJsim, and 
inductance were extracted with InductEx. The HFQ balance comparator is in the middle of Fig. 4(a), we 
can adjust the circuits output probability and generate a random number train with quantum or thermal 
fluctuation. Unfortunately, we can’t get the correct operation of this TRNG at present, the operating margin 
of HFQ/DC converter is only about ±5% even within the simulation. The HFQ optimization program is still 
under development. As the new process we developed, further optimization of the circuits parameters and 
fabrication process are required to measure a HFQ circuit at low frequency with DC output port. Meanwhile, 
we designed and fabricated a HFQ Toggle Flip-Flop (TFF) and measured with the average voltages at the 
input and output ports. The correct divide by two operation of HFQ TFF (not shown here) was measured 
up to 6.7 GHz at 4.2 K, indicating that HFQ signals can propagate and stored between π-π-π SQUIDs. We 
think it is feasible to demonstrate TRNGs with HFQ circuit if we can optimize operating margin of the 
output converter in the future. 
  Despite the narrow bias margin of HFQ/DC converter, we tried to design and fabricate the conventional 
SFQ circuit with π-JJs as shown in Fig. 4(b), because the SFQ/DC in our cell library has much wider 
operating margin. We measured the correct operations of SFQ circuit with DC/SFQ and SFQ/DC converters 
at 4.2 K as shown in Fig. 4(c). Since Vc of SFIS junction is about 30 μV, the output DC voltage is about 10 
mV after amplified for 1000 times at room temperature. SFQ/DC converter can be used in HFQ circuits, 
however, an HFQ/SFQ converter is still required and limit the circuits operating margin. Anyway, a new 
research area, un-shunted SFQ circuits based on overdamped SFIS π-JJs has also been established 
according to this research. By incorporating the π phase shifter and eliminating the shunt resistor, much 
more compact SFQ circuits can be demonstrated with this SFIS process in the future. 
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